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Gannets, like many seabirds are top predators in marine ecosystems. Persistence  of seabirds 
in marine ecosystems is dependent, in part,  sufficient energy in the form of food being 
available to these animals. This flow of energy or carbon, is funnelled through  biological 
communities are described by food webs which  highlight important feeding interactions 
within and between different levels of these food webs. 
A range of natural (El Nino) and anthropogenic (climate change, pollution, overfishing) 
factors  may change the abundance or distribution of component elements of these food 
webs including the potential prey to seabirds.  Accordingly, we expect these changes to 
ripple through to seabirds and be detected by changes in a range of in various measurable 
biological parameters of seabirds over time. Not least of which would be the diet and the 
effort required to meet those energy needs  
 

On the basis that understanding of important trophic or feeding interactions may contribute 
to ecosystem based management decisions  (including fishery management) to maintain 
biodiversity and ecosystem functioning , this study explored the diet and underpinning 
trophic interactions  of Australian gannets breeding in the Hauraki Gulf and  variability in 
these interactions across time and space. Combined with GPS tracking to explore where 
birds feed, how much effort  they use  to test to what extent are the foraging areas  of 
gannets from the two colonies separated.  Are birds sampling different areas of the gulf?  
 

We already a good deal about gannets based on early studies of diet and population numbers and 
more recent the outcome of two PhD projects  conducted on the birds by Steffi Ismar and Gabriel 
Machovsky-Capsuka. These studies we conducted in the main at Cape Kidnappers and Farewell spit. 
The birds in Huaraki Gulf are less well studied  partly because in spite of being close to Auckland are  
not as easily accessible.  The fact the proximity of New Zealand’s biggest urban area means that this 
area of sea is under significant  pressure and is partly confined piece of marine real estate 

Get messy collect regurgitations : Depending on state of digestion  can determine: Species, 
number, mass. Reflects most recently captured individuals   
So how do you collect diet samples from gannets. Carefully ! Minimise the number of birds 
handled and minimise the disturbance effects on the colony Target birds returning from 
feeding at sea: shepherd’s crock , capture food spontaneously regurgitated due to capture. 
Also collected faecal samples 
 
Species identification is based on using a short section of DNA from a standardized region of 
the genome that is extracted from the faecal sample.  After extraction this small  
standardised region of genetic code is copied using PCR and then the sequence of  



nucleotide bases in this region is determined. Fairly recent technological developments now 
allows these very large number of sequences that potentially come from many species to be 
sequenced rapidly. This is followed by bioinformatic analysis  in which sequences are 
compared to a library of the sequences of  known species and identification made at an 
appropriate level of confidence.  
Important bias :excludes important crustacean groups such as copepods which are 
important components in of marine ecosystems.  
 
 
Outcome of sampling of prey stomachs not described here. Samples were taken in Jan/Feb 
2017, 2018 and in December and January 2019 
Regurgitate samples frequently only relatively limited digestion.  Identification based on 
morphological analysis content analysis of gannet regurgitate. These three samples 
contained arrow squid, anchovy and jack mackerel 
Frequency occurrence of prey by site and year. Sizes of prey illustrations and thickness of 
arrows represent importance of particular prey expressed as frequency occurrence i.e. what 
proportion of the samples at a given locality for a particular year is contributed by the 
illustrated prey type.  2017 was characterized by the importance of squid particularly at 
Mahuki followed by anchovy at Mahuki and Pilchard at Horuhoru. Although a relatively small 
proportion of the diet the presence of saury in gannet diet at Mahuki  is likely a marker of 
feeding in more oceanic waters. 
2018 was characterised by a very marked reduction squid and its replacement by Jack 
mackerel, redbait and saury at Mahuki  and pilchard and anchovy at Horuhoru Rock. The 
appearance of redbait at Mahuki was notable as the species has not be previously recorded 
in historical gannet diet studies. January 2018 was a year characterised by one of the 
warmest sea water anomalies on record. 
2019 or rather Dec (2018/2019) Jack mackerel were encountered frequently by gannets 
foraging from both colonies. 
Birds switch prey ;presumably because of changes in availability i.e. path of energy flow to 
gannets changes  
 

Comparison of regurgitations with faecal samples. 2017 only. Prey from faecal samples 
categorised as primary prey  if the species was been identified in the regurgitations  of this 
and historical studies. Range of fish species a little different . Diet between Mahuki and 
Horuhoru (but small sample size) similar. Absence of squid a bias reflecting inability of this 
primer to amplify squid DNA. 
As well as primary prey remnant DNA of secondary prey were also detected in feaces  (i.e. 
the prey of fish and squid consumed by gannets)  we assumed that if a species had never 
been recorded in our extensive samples of regurgitations from this study or historical studies 
it was most likely secondary prey.  
 
Our results suggests at least for Jan 2017 that the euphausiids, probably larval swimming 
crab and southern hake were important prey for a range of gannet prey and as is likely the 
case for swimming fish taken as secondary would likely be consumed as larval fish or also 
potential eggs. Secondary consumption was dominated by the local krill species Nyctiphanes 
australiansis and suggestive that at least during summer of this particular year is what a key 
component of food chains in other species. Its importance to the diets of a range of other 



seabirds as in direct consumption is suggested by sampling of a range of other resident 
petrels and marine mammals (whales). 
Data also indicate that links between demersal and more meso pelagic  species  are linked to 
the epipelagic/neritic primary prey of predatory seabirds through only a single trophic level.  
Differences in diets between inner and outer gulf gannets likely to be reflect in part 
differences between fish communities around the two colonies. This is exemplified by the 
occurrence of saury and perhaps red bait at Mahuki  but absence at Horuhoru.  
 

At even finer scales individual foraging paths; also provide information of specific foraging 
locations and behaviour based on calculations of flight speed and sinuousity of the track). 
Typically gannets with commute from the colony to a potential feeding ground. This is 
associated with high absolute and relative speed and low sinuosity of the track. Feeding 
characterised by low relative speed and high sinuosity, 3. Resting on the sea surface and 
drifting with the current. 4. Feeding  and commuting back to the colony.   
 
The distribution of foraging excursions are non random. If we plot all the positions Mahuki 
birds concentrated foraging along an axis running from the Hen and Chicken  islands to the 
Mercury Islands off the western Coromandel. We can also illustrate the concentration of 
activity using a heat map. Areas of high activity with brightest colours are centred on the 
colony . The general pattern is the the same as identified in the previous slide with Mahuki 
birds distributed along the north west , south east axis. There is an unsurprising 
concentration of location fixes the respective colonies  
 

Birds from Horuhoru and Mahuki show a degree of separation in foraging areas to an greater 
degree than would be expected. The extent and separation of foraging areas by gannets at 
adjacent colonies has been noted for both northern and cape gannets and are considered to 
reflect the consequences of between and within colony density dependant competition. i.e 
birds are avoid moving into foraging areas where prey is likely depleted by birds from the 
neighbouring colony . And bigger colonies  have bigger foraging areas than smaller colonies.  
Of course for the Huaraki Gulf there are additional neighbouring colonies in both the inner 
and outer gulf that may also be impacting the distribution of foraging effort as will the 
particular nature of the surrounding topography. One implication of this pattern of 
utilization of the Hauraki Gulf is that Horuhoru gannets are sampling the inner Gulf and 
Mahuki gannets the outer gulf. 
Our observations are consistent with the density dependent hinterland model. (this model is 
based on the idea individuals are competing for food ). 
Foraging areas of smaller colonies should be smaller than larger colonies. Idea of hinterland; 
the hinterland needs to be around larger colonies as more individuals depleting  the 
available resources.  Foraging areas of neighbouring colonies should be largely separated as 
this avoids  individuals from one colony foraging in waters potential depleted by individuals 
from the other colony.  How this separation is maintained is not clear  but suggested it may 
be due to culturally maintained foraging areas.  
 
This separation of foraging areas is likely to be reflected in the diets. To remind you diets of 
the birds at the two localities . Jack mackerel the most frequently encountered species at 



both localities, followed by blue mackerel at Horuhoru and Anchovy at Mahuki. Squid and 
the more oceanic saury wee more frequently encountered at Mahuki.  
 
While we have noted the general separation of foraging areas of the two populations of 
gannets, the particular distribution of gannets foraging from Mahuki  was along the north 
west to south east  axis. This presumeably reflects might reflect the local conditions at the 
time of the field work (mid January). This period was coincided with a body of cooler water 
that may have influenced availability of prey species. 
 
Concluding remarks: variability, biases in sampling . Significant of prey switching not clear : 
Are their prey preferences such that prey switches represent reduced availability of 
preferred prey. 
 
The cues or mechanisms by which seabirds find prey in this superficially  simple environment 
are the focus of much current research in seabird biology.  
The use of GPS technology and associated observations allow  us to explore  some of the 
current hypotheses 
None exclusive hypotheses with some support include.  

1. Individual memory: birds return to sites at which they have been successful 
previously.  

2. Colonies act as local information centres where birds departing to forage do so in 
the direction that arriving birds come from.  During the breeding season many of 
these birds would be  returning to feed chicks and do so from a direction that 
they have most recently fed. Machovsky-Cappuska et al. (2013) have noted that 
birds departing to feed may initially form rafts on the sea close to the island  and 
it is from these rafts  that departing gannets take their cue these birds  

3. Local enhancement: the plunge diving foraging technique by gannets is visible at 
long distances  and when gannets detect food and begin to feed this is detected 
by other gannets who then concentrate  to feed 

4. Culturally transmitted information on the locations of historically productive 
feeding areas. This is also considered to be a factor involved in maintaining 
spatial segregation of foraging areas of adjacent colonies.  

 
 
 
 


